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Broadband seismometers deployed at Aso volcano in Japan have detected a hydro-
thermal reservoir 1 to 1.5 kilometers beneath the crater that is continually resonating with
periods as long as 15 seconds. When phreatic eruptions are observed, broadband
seismograms elucidate a dynamic interplay between the reservoir and discharging flow
along the conduit: gradual pressurization and long-period (-20 seconds) pulsations of
the reservoir during the 100 to 200 seconds before the initiation of the discharge, followed
by gradual deflation of the reservoir concurrent with the discharging flow. The hydro-
thermal reservoir, where water and heat from the deeper magma chamber probably
interact, appears to help control the surface activity at Aso volcano.

The activity of volcanoes has been conven-
tionally monitored with short-period seis-
mometers (>1 Hz) (1) and with geodetic
instruments including strain- and tilt-meters
(2). Short-period records of volcanic earth-
quakes and tremors describe stress accumu-
lation around magma chambers or fluid flow
through conduits, whereas strain- and tilt-
meters mainly record quasi-static deforma-
tion associated with slower responses of pres-
sure sources, such as a magma chamber.
Ground motions in the frequency range from
0.01 to 1 Hz, which has not been widely
monitored, may elucidate the detailed struc-
ture of pressure sources and the dynamics of
mass advection during an eruption (3).
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From April 1994 through March 1995,
we operated 10 to 12 broadband, three-
component velocity seismometers around
Aso volcano in Japan (Fig. 1) (4). When
Aso volcano was qluiescent, that is, when
there was a lack of major surface activity at
the crater, our seismometers detected trem-
ors with unusually long periods (- 15 s) (5,
6) almost continuOusly throughout the 1
year of the experiment. A long-period trem-
or (LPT) consisted of a series of isolated
wave packets with an amplitude of about 1
p,m with a duration of about 30 s (Fig. 2).
Amplitude spectra at three stations ob-
tained by stacking many events showed that
the dominant period of each LPT was about
15 s (Fig. 3). The observed spectra also
showed other consistent long-period peaks
at about 7.5, 5, and 3 s, which correspond to
the second, third, and fifth overtones of the
harmonic oscillation with a fundamental
period of 15 s (Fig. 3). The presence of
overtones indicates that the LPT was an
oscillation of a resonator (7).

At most stations near the crater, the hor-
izontal particle motions of LPTs in the 1 0- to
30-s handpassed scismograms were rectilin-
ear and pointed toward the crater. The par-
ticle motions in the radial plane showed that
the incident angles of the LPTs observed at
most stations around the crater ranged from
about 35° to 70° (Fig. 4B). Assuming that
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the source radiation is isotropic, the LPTs
can be located with the use of wave form
semblance analysis (8). The inferred point
source of the LPTs, which best explains their
particle motions as well as their relative ar-
rival times, was a few hundred meters south-
west of the crater at depths of 1 to 1.5 km
(Fig. 4A). This area can be considered as the
centroid location of moment release. The
size of the source region was more difficult to
estimate but appears to be smaller than 1 km
in diameter, considering the pattern of the
observed particle motions and amplitudes at
the stations near the crater (9). The first
motions of LPTs were usually polarized neg-
atively and were often accompanied by
short-period (-0.3 to 0.5 s) signals (10) (Fig.
2, B and C).

During our experiment, Aso volcano be-
came intermittently active, and a number of
phreatic eruptions-small eruptions of mud,
water, and steam-were observed (11) (Fig.
5). A good correlation was observed between
the occurrence of short-period (-0.3 to
0.5 s) tremors [SPTs (12)] and the discharge
of gas, water, and fragmented rocks (hereaf-
ter called "fluid-rock mixture" for simplicity)
from the crater lake. We assumed that a SPT
was caused by a fluid-rock mixture moving
along a conduit connected to the crater ( 13).
We took the duration of the discharge of the
fluid-rock mixture to be the SPT duration
and measured the energy of an eruption by
integrating squared amplitudes of velocity
seismograms over the duration of discharge.
There is a clear tendency for longer erup-
tions to have larger SPT amplitudes (14).
On the basis of their duration, or nearly
equivalently their energy, phreatic eruptions
were classified into two groups: one with
durations less than 50 s (small eruptions),
and the other with durations exceeding 50 s
(large eruptions).

Small eruptions had a characteristic pat-
tern of excitation of SPTs: a small initial
tremor of 15 to 20 s, rapid increase of
amplitude, roughly steady continuation at
similar amplitudes for 20 to 50 s, and a
rather sudden cease of tremor (Fig. 5A).
Long-period (-15 s) signals with ampli-
tudes that exceeded those of LPT were rare-
ly observed (Fig. 5A).

Large eruptions, while sharing SPT fea-
tures with the small eruptions, show spec-
tacular broadband features (Fig. 5B). (i) A
very long-period displacement (VLPD),
corresponding to slow inflation in the
source region, preceded mass discharge by
50 to 150 s. (ii) Long-period pulses (LPPs)
with a dominant period of 15 to 20 s pre-
dominantly positively polarized were super-
imposed on the VLPD during the inflation.
(iii) As the inflation approached its maxi-
mum, SPT (dominant period, 0.3 to 0.5 s)
with small amplitude (-1 pLm) began, and

the LPP's downswing motion relative to
upswing motion became larger. (iv) About
15 to 20 s after its onset, the amplitude of
the, SPT increased rapidly (>10 p.m) dur-
ing a downswing of LPP. This increase was
approximately synchronized with the air-
pressure perturbation recorded by a micro-
barograph (Fig. 1) that corresponded to
the time of the onset of mass discharge
from the crater lake. The VLPD turned
into deflation, and the excitation of LPP
was suppressed. (v) The duration of the
SPT and that of the deflating VLPD were
100 to 200 s. The SPT remained nearly
stationary during the deflation and rather
abruptly ceased concurrent with the end
of deflation.

The observed spectra of LPPs showed a
large peak around 15 to 20 s. In this period
range, LPPs had similar particle motions to
those of LPTs (Fig. 4B). Correspondingly,
LPPs were located by the semblance meth-
od to almost the same source region as the

Fig. 1. Stations around Aso volcano. Aso is an
andesitic volcano located in the middle of Kyushu,
Japan. We installed 10 broadband three-compo-
nent velocity seismometers with a free period of
120 s (STS2) or 30 s (CMG3) (filled circles). In No-
vember 1994, two other seismometers (CMG3,
with a 1 00-s free period) were also temporarily de-
ployed near the crater for 8 days to improve the
azimuth and distance coverage of stations relative
to the crater (filled squares). Eight of the 12 stations
are around the Nakadake first crater (star) on the
central cone (shaded square in inset). The other
four stations are near the outer rim of the caldera
(solid line in inset). A north-by-northwest-south-by-
southeast trending chain of older craters are indi-
cated by small open circles. Topography near the
craters is shown by contours at an interval of
100 m. A microbarograph was installed 300 m
east of station AWS (open triangle).

LPTs (Fig. 4A). As for the VLPD, it may
result from a gradual increase in fluid pres-
sure beneath the crater; we estimated the
location of the pressure source as well as the
magnitude of the pressure change using a
spherical pressure source model (15). The
source location that fits the observed dis-
placements best is 300 m west of and 1 to
1.5 km below the crater (Fig. 4A), close to
the source of the LPT (16). We thus infer
that the source regions of LPTs, LPPs, and
VLPD are the same. This source region
constantly vibrates, emitting LPTs even
when the volcano is inactive, and acts as a
pressure source of LPP and VLPD for large
phreatic eruptions.

There are several pieces of evidence that
suggest that the source region of the long-
period signals LPT, LPP, and VLPD-is
not a magma chamber. First, the source re-
gion is shallow (1 to 1.5 km below the
crater). Second, Aso volcano is in a relative-
ly quiet period (the last magmatic eruption
occurred in 1990). Third, the surface tem-
perature of the crater lake is only 70°C, and
the water of the lake has not evaporated.
The presence of ample water, as well as a

Fig. 2. (A) Vertical-displacement seismogram of LPT
for a period of 800 s (23 November 1994). (B) Vertical
displacement, (C) velocity, and (D) 10- to 30-s band-
passed seismograms of LPT (23 November 1994)
for a period of 150 s.

Fig. 3. Amplitude spectrum of LPT for three sta-
tions obtained by the stacking of 24 hours of data
from 27 July 1994.
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system that can quickly circulate the water
below the crater, was suggested by the quick
changes in geomagnetic field associated with
the activity of Aso volcano (17). It seems
more plausible that the source region is a
hydrothermal reservoir in an aquifer that
contains cracks or fractures filled with gas,
water, and fragmented rocks (Fig. 6).
We equate the hydrothermal reservoir

with the source region of LPT, LPP, and
VLPD and explain the essential features of
the observed broadband seismograms. Heat is
gradually transported upward to the surface
from a deep-seated magma chamber in the
form of high-temperature liquid or gas even
during quiet stages of Aso volcano. The hy-
drothermal reservoir buffers such upward heat
transport. The pressure in the hydrothermal
reservoir is sustained by the heat flow from

below and by gradual leakage of the fluid-rock
mixture upward to the bottom of the crater
lake. Sporadic and rapid leakage of fluid-rock
mixture through fractures above the hydro-
thermal reservoir generates SPT and causes
the aquifer to shrink and resonate, which
results in LPT (Fig. 2). The seismic source
region is recharged by the continuous upward
transport of magmatic heat from depth.
A phreatic eruption could be triggered by a

pressure release due to, for instance, fracture
of impermeable "cap rocks" near the crater
(18, 19). The durations of small initial SPT of
phreatic eruptions of Aso volcano were nearly
constant around 15 to 20 s and rarely exceed-
ed 25 s regardless of the eruption size. Records
of a microbarograph (Fig. 1) showed that dis-
charge flow from the crater tended to start not
at the beginning of the small initial SPT but

Fig. 4. (A) Estimated loca- A TAK
tions of LPT and LPP from AWS A
a three-dimensional sem- E 1 .
blance method. Contours
of semblance value above : -s
0.8 with an interval of 2% '? A 90 e A
are plotted in a map view AWS - TAK

0A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0and an east-west cross z2 -1 0 1 -2
section. Bandpassed (10 East-west (km)
to 30 s) three-component E (kin)
seismograms at five -2 -1 o 1 2
close-in stations (TAK, East-west (km)
SUN, AWS, KHE, and
HKB) were used for the B Map view Cross section
analyses. Also plotted AWS TAK AWS TAK
with error bars is the loca-
tion of a typical VLPD
source (closed circle) esti-
mated by fitting the ob-
served VLPD amplitudes
with the Mogi model. A
star indicates the location of the crater. (B) Particle motions of a typical LPT are projected on the planes of the
same map view and east-west cross section as above. Wave forms in the frequency corresponding to the
fundamental mode recorded at AWS and TAK on 7 June 1994 are shown.

Fig. 5. (A) Small phreatic , I l l
eruption on 18 September A B
1994 (20:25 GMT) ob-
served at SUN. (top, vertical
displacement; middle, ve- 5 zm
locity; bottom, bandpass 10
to 30 s). Arrow indicates the
onset of the eruption derived
by the arrival of air shock
measured by a micro-
barograph (Fig. 1). This ap- I1200 m/s
proximately corresponds to
the rapid increase in the SPT Tl
amplitude. The initial SPT is
defined as the tremor be-
tween its beginning and the 5sO1s
rapid amplitude increase. I -'s 110 RLm/s U

s

Seismograms for each erup-
tion at different close-in sta-
tions shared the same features but their amplitudes differed. Scale bars for each trace indicates
amplitudes one order smaller than those of corresponding traces in (8): 5 p.m, 20 p.m/s, and 1 pLm/s,
respectively. (B) Large phreatic eruption on 15 September 1994 (10:21 GMT) recorded at TAK. Details
are the same as (A), except for the size of the scale bars.

when the SPT amplitudes rapidly increased
(Fig. 5). Once the fluid-rock mixture starts
ascending, it could be accelerated to near its
sound velocity. If the sound velocity is 100
m/s (19, 20), a fluid-rock mixture flow that
starts ascending from a depth near 1 km will
reach the bottom of the crater within 10 to
20 s. This time interval corresponds to the
duration of the initial small SPT. The con-
stancy of the duration of the initial SPT
would mean that cap rocks nearly immediate-
ly break when pressure perturbations accom-
panying the conduit fluid reaches this point.
A simple application of gas dynamics to the
flow along the vent of the conduit predicts
that the flow continues for 40 to 50 s (21).

For small eruptions, there are few LPPs,
which suggests that the flow does not ascend
directly from the hydrothermal reservoir. For
large phreatic eruptions, the observation of
LPPs and VLPD indicates that the reservoir
is more dynamically involved in the eruption
process. A VLPD possibly corresponds to a
gradual pressurization and inflation of the
hydrothermal reservoir because of increases
of the heat injection rate from a magma
chamber below. Positively polarized LPPs
may represent more rapid increase of the
pressure in the reservoir. It is possible that
LPPs are associated with injection of high-
temperature materials such as magma or vol-
canic gas from below, which will touch and
explosively vaporize ground water in the res-
ervoir. When the inflation approaches a
threshold (16), fluid-rock mixture begins a
permeable flow out of the hydrothermal res-
ervoir and eventually up to the crater; this
discharge flow causes the initial small SPT,
deflates the reservoir, and excites a negative-
ly polarized LPP. Once the conduit flow to
the crater has developed, the discharge flow
of fluid-rock mixture becomes roughly stable,
exciting SPT of larger amplitude. During the
discharge, the reservoir pressure decreases
and deflating VLPD occurs, but the excita-
tion of LPP is suppressed. The cessation of
SPT corresponds to the end of the discharge,
and the source region is deflated back to a
static level (22).

Fig. 6. Schematic view of the hydrothermal sys-
tem associated with phreatic eruptions at Aso
volcano.
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quickly reach a nearly steady state and be choked at
the vent of the conduit with a velocity of sound. This
flow may be approximated as a one-dimensional
steady flow out of a tank (which is the conduit in this
case). The choked flow will be sustained until the
pressure at the orifice decreases to the atmospheric
value (0.1 MPa) (19), corresponding to the tank pres-
sure Pf about 0.18 MPa (for a y, isentropic exponent,
of 1.4). The duration of choked flow is described as
Vt(-y,Po/Pf)/Aco, where V, A, and co are, respectively,
tank volume, area of the orifice, and the initial sound
velocity in the tank. The constant t(y,PO/P,) depends
ony and PO/Pf, where P0/Pf is the ratio of initial and
final tank pressures, and takes a value near 4.5 for
PO/Pf = 50 (19). As the fluid-rock mixture is expected
to have co 100 m/s in the conduit and V/A maybe
approximated with the length of the conduit, 1000 m,
the duration of the flow would be 40 to 50 s, which is
close to the observed values. The temperature below
the crater at Aso is poorly known, but the above sce-
nario would be rather insensitive to the details of tem-
perature profiles.

22. The large SPT amplitudes and long duration for the
large eruptions can be qualitatively interpreted in the
framework of the choked flow model. If fluid-rock
mixtures flow not only from the conduit but also out
of the reservoir itself, the volume-orifice ratio (V/A)
should be effectively larger, and the duration is cor-
respondingly longer. When the fluid-rock mixture
deeper in the reservoir is tapped, it naturally gains a
larger excess pressure at the bottom of the cap
rocks, resulting in a larger mass flow rate, which
changes as APO/cO (19), corresponding to a larger
SPT amplitude.

23. T. Gold and S. Soter, Pure Appl. Geophys. 122, 492
(1985).

24. We thank Aso meteorological station for allowing us
to deploy our instruments at its observation sites and
for providing various data on the surface activity of
Aso volcano. B. Chouet provided helpful comments
on an earlier version of the manuscript. R. J. Geller
critically reviewed the manuscript.
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Impairment of Hippocampal Mossy Fiber
LTD in Mice Lacking mGIuR2

Mineto Yokoi, Katsunori Kobayashi, Toshiya Manabe,
Tomoyuki Takahashi, Isako Sakaguchi, Goro Katsuura,
Ryuichi Shigemoto, Hitoshi Ohishi, Sakashi Nomura,

Kenji Nakamura, Kazuki Nakao, Motoya Katsuki,
Shigetada Nakanishi*

Subtype 2 of the metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR2) is expressed in the pre-
synaptic elements of hippocampal mossy fiber-CA3 synapses. Knockout mice deficient
in mGluR2 showed no histological changes and no alterations in basal synaptic trans-
mission, paired-pulse facilitation, or tetanus-induced long-term potentiation (LTP) at the
mossy fiber-CA3 synapses. Long-term depression (LTD) induced by low-frequency
stimulation, however, was almost fully abolished. The mutant mice performed normally
in water maze learning tasks. Thus, the presynaptic mGluR2 is essential for inducing LTD
at the mossy fiber-CA3 synapses, but this hippocampal LTD does not seem to be
required for spatial learning.

Long-lasting modifications in synaptic ef- mGluR2 is predominantly expressed in den-
ficacy at the mossy fiber-CA3 synapses in tate gyrus granule cells (5) and selectively
the hippocampus result from changes in distributed to mossy fibers (6). By contrast,
presynaptic cells (1-4). In situ hybridiza- mGluR2 is absent from the Schaffer collat-
tion analysis and mGluR2 immunostaining eral-commissural fiber-CA1 synapses (5,
after dentate gyrus lesion indicated that 6). Furthermore, immunoelectron micros-
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